Clinical Skills Activity
Pre-Session Information

Facilitator’s Notes

Prior to each clinical session students should be reminded of the expected behaviour within the clinical skills room in order that health and safety issues are considered. The following is suggested as the minimum to be stated prior to commencing the session.

Sample Briefing

- Please consider this clinical skills room as you would any clinical areas
- Please remove coats and jackets and store safely
- Please switch off all mobile phones and leave in bag locker
- Hair should be tied back and jewellery removed
- Please adhere to normal manual handing and health and safety precautions
- By signing the register for your attendance today you are agreeing that you are fit to participate in this session
- Please talk to the facilitator if you feel there are any other issues they ought to be aware off for example allergies that may be relevant to the work you are doing

Enjoy the session!
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